
AESTHETICS
The real and the unreal
A lawn with a height of 35 mm to ensure a real appearance and a good body for the 
foundation of your garden. The height improves the aesthetic because it doesn't look 
like a "green carpet". 

The aesthetic of the Velia lawn from Albergrass is based on a dark green contrasting 
with a lime shade. This gives it a more natural, attractive and decorative appearance. 
This is one of the outstanding features of the lawn; it looks real but comes at an unreal 
price.

RECOVERY
Let's be honest
The Velia lawn is designed with a central core. The fibre together with the central core 
helps recovery after being trodden. But to be honest, this one feature doesn't mean we 
can promise the best recovery after stepping on it. There are other lawns in our product 
range that guarantee better recovery. So we would say that the Velia lawn has an 
average recovery rate. This means that it returns to vertical much better than other 
lawns in the same price range because those others don't have a central core. 

Take into account that this lawn offers the best performance in areas that are not 
intensively used. It's for spaces that do not have much pedestrian traffic. For these types 
of areas, we guarantee that the Velia lawn will be visually very attractive for many years.

SENSATIONS
Superior response to the eye and touch
The Velia lawn is softer than any other at this price level. It's a lawn where a lot of 
attention has been paid to ensure comfort to the touch and the footstep because of its 
17,798 stitches/m2. The lawn is manufactured with polypropylene to ensure the feeling 
of a full lawn, a feeling of a lawn that really covers the garden wherever you look, a lawn 
that offers sensations far beyond its price.

Velia
If you're looking for a good price, 
but not just any lawn

RECOMMENDED USES
Garden

Around pools

Events

Corporate gardens

Attics, terraces and courtyards

Green areas and Urbanism

Canal Contract

Kindergartens

Recommended SuitableHighly recommended
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17.848 p/m²
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Properties Specifications

Pile height*

Stitches*

Fiber shape

Instant Recovery®

Feelgood®

Natural look®

Coverage

Softness tact

Recovery

Trodden softness

Use intensity

7
years

WARRANTY

Albergrass is the first company in this sector to obtain the distinctive OEC: Spanish Origin 
Certificate. This label certifies the Spanish origin of the Albergrass Velia lawn. To achieve this 
seal of approval OEC conducts a thorough audit to ensure that the production process is 
carried out in Spain.

One way to check the quality of the lawn is looking at the finish, the back. That's where 
everything is united, and so it is important not to bend and jump requebraje. Only a quality 
latex, such as that used Albergrass allows that everything is connected with high strength 
and flexibility without cracking or breaking.

GUARANTEES
Our commitment: three written guarantees

1 We guarantee that Velia will keep its colour for at least seven years, but that’s not because
we have some kind of magic potion. It is because we have done research and selected the best 

fibres for the products we manufacture. We manufacture with high performance raw materials that 
withstand the effects of UVA light. What's more, if you follow the maintenance instructions your grass 
will stay in tip-top conditions for even longer. 

2We guarantee that Velia by Albergrass has been classed as Dfl-s1 in fire-retardant
tests for fire resistant flooring according to UNE EN 13501-12007. What does that 

mean? It means that the grass you are buying has passed rigorous fire-retardant tests to 
ensure that it is safe and offers excellent protection.

3 We guarantee that our products are Made in Spain. The demanding Spanish Certificate of Origin
proves it.

a brand new garden
every morning
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